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As my title suggests, I situate this paper within the spacial
L1.1

metaphors common in discussions of composition studies and cultural

studies. Radically interdisciplinary, both fields blur territories

of inquiry which the academy has historically defined as terra

firma. This remapping of disciplinary landscapes has led many

composition scholars to note the powerful similarities between

composition and cultural studies. Both share a concern with tne

role of discourse in our social and political landscape, the ways

in which meaning is produced within specific historical contexts,

the struggle over definitions of literacy, and the means by which

hegemony works to win and shape consent among subjects. .Hence, Jim

Berlin's call for the "collapsing boundaries" between cultural

studies and composition and John Schilb's argument that the

"geopolitical conditions" (187) of composition are better suited

than literary studies for cultural critique. These revisionary

landscapes seem particularly promising for feminist work in

composition, for, as Gillian Rose has remarked, fixed boundaries,

with their violent inclusions and exclusions, are integral for the

perpetuation of heyemonic discourses (153).

It would seem that ir, its intersections with cultural studies'

goals and methods, composition squirms out of its place as a

service course within the university. But what are the spaces of
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feminism, of women, of the feminine within this shifting terrain?

Certainly the influence of feminism on Birmingham cultural studies

has been ruptural. As Anne Balsamo, Sarah Franklin, et al, Stuart

Hall, and others suggest, feminist theory in cultural studies

influenced a shift from an emphasis on ideology and class

structures to an emphasis on the formation of subjectivity

(Franklin 176; Schiach 42); the personal as political radically

expanded definitions power, emphasized sexuality and experience,

and it brought to the fore the relationship between social theory

and theories of the unconscious (see Hall 282). As Stuart Hall

puts it, AS a thief in the night, feminists broke in; interrupted,

made an unseemly noise, seized the time, [and] crapped on the table

of cultural studies" (282).

The pejorative associations of Hall's metaphor are self-

evident, and I won't dwell on them here. But I do want to argue

that feminism, women, and the feminine in composition need to

create a similar interruption and disturbance. And I see cultural

studies approaches.to composition, with their emphasis on power,

politics and subject formation, full of possibilities for feminist

composition studies. However, feminist strategies have yet to

figure prominently in this promising landscape, and I want to

discuss briefly three issues which we need to consider in more

depth if we are to realize the radical possibilities of cultural

studies for feminist work in composition.

First of all, composition, because it is a fertitnizp0 feild, is
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a radically different terrain than cultural studies. Now, a close

scrutiny of institutional practices and constraints has always been

a primary concern for cultural critique. Yet discussions of

incorporating cultural studies in the composition classroom rarely

consider how gendered division of labor in our field, its

feminization, shapes the production, circulation, and reception of

cultural critique in the composition classroom. That is, feminists

and women teaching composition are both in the center and on the

margins of the fell. We are at the center because, as Sue Ellen

Holbrook, Susan Miller, and Elizabeth Flynn have shown, women's

work figured prominently in the founding of composition programs

and revisionist writing theories and because a disproportionate

number of women teach composition courses. Yet women and the

feminine are at the margins in composition theory, for many of the

positions women hold are low status, non-tenure track, and

miserably-paid. Moreover, rhetorical studies have historically

othered the feminine in definitions of good writing and

explanations of writing processes. From our classical roots

through the expressivist rhetorics forwarded by Murray and Elbow,

the feminine has been associated with vice, excess and lack of

control, a feature of our feil which Miriam Brody chronicles in

Manly Writing.

Obviously, this tension between center and margin is testimony

to the strange and antagonistic relationship between composition

and feminism. Yet such a position affords the feminist cultural
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critic a powerful opportunity; as bell hooks notes, the tension

between the intersections of the margin and center create a space

for resistance, a possibility for transgression (qtd in Rose 151).

For example, my experiences as a "call staffer" or adjunct

instructor have given me a clear sense of the feminine position in

composition, and I am convinced that the often reactionary and

strident critique of politics in the classroom is closely linked

with composition's strange link to the feminine. In recent

history, composition has clearly been defined as women's work, and

the threat of transforming composition from a service course to a

course with a "content," to a course engaging in public issues and

rhetoric threatens women's relegation to the private realm.

Changing the meaning of literacy means changing the role of women

in language teaching.

This brings me to a second issue important in redefining the

territories of cultural studies and composition. The histories of

cultural studies and critical education theory, which is closely

aligned to it, is markedly paternal. I ribbed Jim Berlin on

several occasions because though Cultural Studies in the English

Classroom, which he edited with Michael Vivion, includes some

excellent discussions of feminism, his introduction, a "Provisional

Definition" of cultural studies, discusses the work of a dozen or

so male theorists, but only mentions one woman--Gayatri Spivak, and

she's not even included in the works cited list! The fact is that

despite the influence of feminist praxis on cultural critique, many
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A
models of culture remain largely uniformed by feminist theories of

patriarchy (Schiach). For example, feminists have long struggled

with the Althusserian framework informing cultural studies because

it privileges the economic in constructions of inequality and often

naturalizes a sexual division of labor. Elspeth Probyn offers a

strong critique of these approaches and ways in which they often

take on a neutral voice, a voice barely masked as masculine (2).

That voice is quite clear in the work of many critical educators

who forward what Lil Brannon calls a "masculine heroic narrative"

of the teacher as "critical warrior" (460). This position allows

the male teacher to "profit" from patriarchal structures that

valorize the autonomous, charismatic male--a position certainly not

afforded me or any other female teacher who is in a highly

conflicted role as both cultural critic and woman. Brannon argues

that critical educators masculinize the feminine values of caring

by "emphasizing intellectual rigor and political aggression rather

than the empathy of affective consciousness raising" (460).

While I share Brannon's concern, and while there is certainly

a paucity attention given to the ways feminist teachers can

negotiate their conflicted positions in the 'writing class, feminist

cultural studies approaches can help us break down the binary

between the political and the personal. Feminist cultural studies

can help students understand the relationship between their

individual needs and those of their social conditions. And

certainly many current discussions of cultural studies approaches
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have been invaluable to feminist goals, for they stress questions

of gender and its complex interconnection to other marginalized

positions. However, formalist approaches to reading and writing

have figured prominently in our architecture, and this brings me to

the third issue that requires feminist revision in cultural studies

approaches to composition: Though the objects of attention have

shifted to race, class, and gender, many current strategies for the

composition classroom reflect the masculinist impulse of formalist

approaches. For the sake of brevity, let me examine only one here.

In "Writing About Difference: Hard Cases for Cultural Studies"

Richard Penticoff and Linda Brodkey propose an introductory

composition course in which students study and write about law

cases that represent some aspect of racial, class or sexual

difference. The goal of the course is to teach students the ways

in which difference is discursively formed in our culture, yet

Penticoff and Brodkey exclude students' affective reactions to the

law cases. Their syllabus "discounts personal opiniont:, as

irrelevant to the practice of

however important they may or

experience" (141).

Obviously, Penticoff and Brodkey's institutional constraints

may have led to such policy restrictions, but I see in their

approach, along with many other overtly political approaches, a

kind of mind/body split, which feminist theory has long worked

against. There is an assumption that just simply thinking

conducting rhetorical inquiry,

may not be in a writer's own
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rationally about gender issues will transform our students'

perspectives. But excludfng students' affective alliances, the

desires, fantasies, and pleasures that are integral to their

relationship to cultural texts, confines resistance to an outgrowth

of rational thinking. Yet, as Elizabeth Ellsworth has argued,

calling for empowering students often means calling of the logic of

rationalism, which is frequently predicated on the exclusion of

socially constructed others--women, people of color, and nature

(96).

I am not arguing here that all logic forwards a colonizing

phallocentricity. But in a cultural studies approach, the accepted

terms of common sense in our culture must always be critiqued in

negotiation with the fragmented nature of subjectivity--our and our

students' often unconscious desires. I think that feminist work on

the body and on revisionary psychoanalysis is vital at this moment

in cultural studies approaches to composition if we are to move

beyond a formalist impasse. We can look to materialist feminist

cultural studies, to, for example, Teresa Ebert's or Elizabeth

Grosz's feminist revisions of Lacanian theory, to clarify the

affective alliances inherent in the kinds of resistance all

teachers, and particularly women and feminist teachers, meet in the

composition classroom. As Balsamo argues, the best feminist work

on theorizing the role of desire, the body, fantasy, and pleasure

in cultural contexts breaks down a mind/body split and refigures

the interrelatedness of both (64).
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The issues I've raised here only begin to map a feminist

cultural studies approach to composition, but without considering

women's labor in our feminized field, without resisting cultural

studies' paternal history, without reconfiguring the relationship

between logic and emotion, mind and body, public and private,

cultural studies runs the risk of commoaification, of being reduced

to a formula for decoding texts without contexts, of simply

presenting the trendy trinity of race, gender, and class as

assignment toWcs. In a cultural studies approach, we are asking

our students to become theorizers of their own experience--a vital

agenda in days of what Esquire magazine has labeled "Do Me

Feminism," a "new" feminism with an attitude. The passivity implied

by "do me" is evident in much of our students' writing and can

quickly be reinforced by masculinist approaches to cultural studies

and composition. An integration of feminist theory is vital at

this moment in the relationship of cultural studies and composition

if we are to become our own cartographers, mapping change on our

own terrain.

f_j
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